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Cover: Head held high, an ermine poses briefly before 
diving below the snow to consume its prize.  M. Gocke 



I may have finally caught my breath after our annual  
meeting and the several weeks of field work which  
followed. Maybe. I do want to thank all of you that  
attended but especially all of you who presented, helped 
out, or led workshops. Without all of you, our annual  
conference just wouldn‟t be possible. The thing I like most 
about our annual meetings is that it always feels like a f 
amily reunion. We all get together, chat about the work 
we‟re doing, catch up and unwind for a few days. I‟ve  
always found it fun and invaluable and hopefully you all feel 
the same. If you don‟t, let myself or anyone on the board 
know what we can improve! 

 
On that front, President-Elect Copeland has been hammering away on getting our next meeting planned. 
We‟ll be heading to Cody in the fall of 2016. Holly has been doing a great job and is starting to pull together 
what will be a stellar meeting. Want to help out? Are you local? Have ideas? Contact Holly or anyone on the 
board so we can make the next meeting exactly what you want it to be. One cool thought that came up  
during or previous board meeting was to have students critique professional speakers talks/posters the same 
way they are judged! Now, no one is safe from the judges… 
 
On a more serious note, when I threw my name into the empty hat to run as President, I really wanted to 
help steer the chapter in a direction which is most beneficial to our membership. I believe that we have done 
well as a chapter and being awarded Chapter of the Year by Parent is no small feat. Yet, after talking to many 
different members, I believe we need a slight nudge in a different direction to live up to that award. I‟ve had 
conversations with a number of you and when I pose a question such as “What does WYTWS do for you?” 
the answer is, in almost all cases, have an annual meeting. As I said above, this is great and I love them.  
Perhaps an annual meeting is all anyone wants. In my opinion, a chapter that was awarded Chapter of the 
Year should not be evoking this response from their members but should be doing more for it‟s members. 
We should measure success by how we support and help develop our members, not by meeting goals that 
the board itself set. 
 
Along those lines, we have been examining how we allocate funds. While in the past, some have lamented 
long and difficult talks relating to money issues, we need to carefully consider how we spend membership 
funds.  I was surprised to find that a majority of our budget in any given year is going towards students. This 
isn‟t some small amount either, out of a $22k budget, over half is a lot of money and far more than the  
proportion of students in the membership. After speaking with many of you about what the chapter is doing 
for you, it seems to me that our priority is stated very clearly in the budget. Students are absolutely  
important, and they are a valuable part of the wildlife community in the state but they are not all that the 
state chapter represents. 
 
As such, the board is actively looking for ways which we can make the chapter more relevant to all of our 
members. We are looking into a number of different workshops this year (open to both students and  
professionals), support to professionals for travel and possibly a contest at our annual meeting for  
professionals. Do you have any ideas or thoughts for how we can be more relevant or work harder for you? 
Please call or email me, I want to hear them. Think that everything is perfect the way it is? I want to hear that 
too. The bottom line is I want WYTWS to have meaning for you outside of the annual conference. 

A Few Words from the 

President 
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Enough about all that! The esteemed Gary Fralick has stepped in to try and fill Anna Chalfoun‟s shoes as the 
head of the awards and nominations committee. We‟re grateful for Fralick stepping up and know he‟ll do a 
good job. Ben Wise and Janet Marschner (new board member at-large) have been busy keeping an eye on 
various bills in the legislature. Though a few bills which we‟re pretty concerning have since been tabled, more 
policy matters are sure to crop up. Dan Thompson and Eric Maichak have been busy helping to comment on 
the migration definitions and there should be an interview with Maichak coming out with National soon. If 
you happen to see Therese Hartman or Daly Edmunds around, thank them for all of their hard work now, 
and the previous few years. 
 
Thanks to all of you for everything you do for wildlife throughout the state. I look forward to a productive, 
and busy, 2016 working to improve the chapter in any way I can. 
 
                                                                                               Matt Hayes, WYTWS President  

...President’s Message, 
Continued 
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Since our autumn newsletter, the Board met in-person on Nov 30 and via 
webinar/conference call on February 12.  Following the annual conference, the 
Board welcomed two new members, Holly Copeland (President-Elect) and Janet 
Marschner (Board Member at Large).  We sincerely thank Martin Grenier 
(former President) and Kevin Monteith (former Board Member at Large) for the 
years of service and dedication to our Chapter and their continued contributions 
to the wildlife profession.  
 

Below is a list of some of the topics discussed and decisions made. Board 
meetings are open to the membership, so participation is always welcome! For complete meeting minutes, 
please contact Daly Edmunds at dedmunds@audubon.org.  
 

 Budget - The TWS financial end of year account balances as of 12/31/2015 are as follows: 
Operating Checking: $15,092.46 
Operating Savings: $32,853.45 
Special Meeting Checking: $4,973.18 
Special Meeting  Savings: $7,103.90 
 

 Chapter Website – Board voted to have our new chapter website go through Parent http:Wildlife.org/
Wyoming-chapter/ Liaison with Parent is the Communication Chair.  Our Chapter still has control over 
content.  Conference website will still be a resource. 

 

 WY-TWS Workshops – Workshops hosted in 2015 received positive feedback from members as 
valuable professional development opportunities.  The following are workshop ideas being considered for 
2016: R-Workshop, Microsoft Office Databases, and Modeling of GPS collar data.  Stay tuned! 

 WYTWS BOARD MEETINGS:  

 WINTER BULLETS  

Daly Edmunds, WYTWS Secretary  
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 Communications Committee – Discussions continue on what the future will hold for newsletters.  
Eric Maichak has done an outstanding job in creating 3 newsletters a year (Autumn, Spring/Summer, 
Winter).  However, it is time-consuming.  Board will send out an electronic poll members to determine if 
there is value in continuing to create a newsletter or simply convert to social media/website as sources of 

information to members. 
 
 Science Committee – (1) Submitted migration definition to the Wyoming Game & Fish Department. 

Science Committee participants included regular Science Committee members and non-Science 
Committee experts, (2) reviewed grants for Memorial Bear Fund Proposals, (3) reviewed the National Elk 
Refuge‟s elk & bison management plan, and (4) worked on comments on WY draft CWD plan (fast-
tracked) and expect another public comment opportunity. Future work to include the proposed delisting 
of brucellosis as a select agent and National TWS is updating their previous position statements on 

Invasive and Feral Species and Energy Development and Wildlife (due March 6). 
 
 COWCH Committee - WY-TWS needs a new Chair because Andrea Orabona can‟t given her new 

responsibilities as President of CMPS. Please contact Matt Hayes (mhayes1@uwyo.edu) if interested! 
 
 Nominations/Awards Committee - Anna Chalfoun was the Chair but is now president of Cooper‟s 

Ornithological Society.  Gary Fralick has stepped up to assume these duties.  Thanks Gary! 
 
 Fellowship Committee – Summer 2016 will be the 5th year this competitive paid opportunity is being 

offered.  Deadline for applications is Feb 25th.  Funding will be provided by the Chapter and graciously run
-through the University of Wyoming.  Please contact Daly Edmunds (dedmunds@audubon.org) & 
Therese Hartman (therese.hartman@wyo.gov) if you would like to be a mentor in summer 2016 (flexible, 

ranging from 1-5 days in length). 
 
 Bylaw Changes - Membership voted 32 yes to 2 no to approve changes to by-laws.  Changes include 

adding “Immediate Past-President” to the list of officers and updates to the annual awards given, 
Communication Committee duties (to include social media), and Science Committee duties (to include 

engaging in National‟s Conservation Affairs Network). 
 
 Graduate Student Scholarship – Board voted to give $1,000 to Student Chapter and to provide 

separate graduate student scholarships (MS/PhD) at $500 each. 
 
 UW Student Chapter – Liaison Ian Abernethy continues to attend Student Chapter meetings when 

able, as do various Board members.  Board would like to provide more real-world volunteer experiences 
for students. Wyoming Natural Diversity Database has offered some student volunteer opportunities - 
thank you! If WY-TWS members have volunteer opportunities for students, please reach out to Ian at 
Fisher@uwyo.edu.  

 
  
        D. Edmunds, WYTWS Secretary 

...Winter Bullets, Continued 

http://wildlife.org/position-statements/
mailto:mhayes1@uwyo.edu
mailto:dedmunds@audubon.org
mailto:therese.hartman@wyo.gov
mailto:Fisher@uwyo.edu
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I wanted to express my 
sincere thanks for your 
votes and support as 
incoming President Elect. I 
am truly excited to 
increase my involvement in 
TWS and to support the 
amazing group of dedicated 
wildlife professionals that 
I‟ve interacted with over 
the many years that I‟ve 
worked and lived in 

Wyoming. I‟ve always felt like a part of a relatively 
small group of wildlife and natural resources 
professionals in Wyoming, but these days, that feeling 
of smallness has only grown – as my work in sage-
grouse has crossed over to mule deer, then to 
wetlands and riparian systems and then water.  The 
connections just keep increasing and evolving, which 
certainly keeps me on my toes and feeling like I have 
so much to learn all the time, but also interacting with 
more TWS friends than I ever have--that‟s truly the 
best part.  
 
Planning for the next TWS meeting in Cody, 
November 15-17, is well underway. Workshops, field 
trips and a special banquet event at the Draper 
Natural History Museum are being organized. I am 
also pleased to announce that this will be a joint 
meeting with the Society for Range Management! Feel 
free to drop me an email if you have a workshop, 
speaker or other event ideas for the 2016 meeting.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Janet Marschner is a Wyoming based Certified Public 
Accountant and General Contractor, but her real 
passion is the conservation of wildlife and natural 
resources. 
 

Janet actively searches for ways to get involved at the 
grassroots level to promote the conservation of 
wildlife and their habitat.  This past year, she invested 
her personal time attending Game and Fish Task 
Force Committee meetings and Travel, Recreation, 
and Wildlife Legislative committee meetings along 
with the Legislative Session. No stranger to serving 
on non-profit boards, Janet is involved with several 
conservation groups including the Wyoming Wildlife 
Federation and Backcountry Hunters and Anglers.  It 
is important to her, as an active hunter and fisherman 
coupled with her true love for our wildlife, to get 
involved with policy issues. She also volunteers her 
time as a Hunter Education instructor for the 
Wyoming Game and Fish Department.  Janet 
attended has been attending the 2016 Legislative 
Budget session.   Janet lives on a small ranch in 
Cheyenne with her hunting dog Theodore, four 
horses, and a miniature donkey.  

Stepping Up, Taking Charge:  

WYTWS New Board Members, Holly and Janet 

The Wyoming Chapter of The Wildlife Society strives to: 
 

 Provide an organization of wildlife management professionals from which statements af-
fecting wildlife can be made exclusive of agency limitations. 

 

 Provide for the exchange of ideas and information between wildlife workers without 
agency consideration. 

 

 To strengthen The Wildlife Society, its objectives and goals. 
 

 To promote and provide for intradisciplinary communication and training to 
keep abreast of  modern needs and technological developments. 

 

 To promote awareness of and continued improvement in wildlife  management. 
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As we stampede forward as a Society and scientific community, with a wealth of infor-
mation available at literally everyone‟s fingertips (so long as they‟re not gloved in order 
to block the magic touch on a smartphone), I usually reminisce back to simpler times 
and classic reads from the wildlife profession.  While one may not consider Hulbert‟s 
paper on pseudoreplication a “classic” (Hulbert 1984, Ecological Monographs), it has 
likely been read by anyone with a background in our field and all members of TWS.  
Specifically, I refer to his table relating to potential sources of confusion in an experi-
ment and means for minimizing their effect: 

 
 
  
  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    My question to you loyal readers is this: Does it feel like the 7th Source of Confusion is happening a 
lot more nowadays??!! 
 
We enjoyed a very spirited and informational annual banquet in Lander, Wyoming this December (see sepa-
rate article for more information).  With an extremely eclectic and well rounded dose of scientific discovery 
occurring right here in Wyoming.  It is exciting to see so much great work being done for Wyoming‟s wildlife 
and their critical habitats, and my only complaint would be the complete lack of any Point Break references 
in talks regarding “Surfing the Green Wave”.  The Science Committee was involved in developing comments 
for the Draft Chronic-Wasting Disease plan put together by the Wyoming Game and Fish Department, and 
recently we witnessed the Wyoming Game and Fish Commission adopt migration guidelines that included 
derivations of definitions first drafted by this Science Committee, including an interview with Eric Maichak 
from National TWS about the entire process.  Our next charge relates to commenting on the delisting sta-
tus of Brucella abortus.  
                   Keep the faith and your nose to the wind - D. Thompson, Science Committee Chair 

WYTWS Science Committee: 
Mitigating Confusion and Green Waves  

 

Source of Confusion 

Features of an  
experimental design that  

reduce or eliminate  
confusion 

1 Temporal change Control treatments 

2 Procedure effects Control treatments 

3 Experimenter bias Randomized assignment of 
experimental units to  
treatments; Randomization in 
conduct of other  
procedures; "Blind"  
procedures 

4 Experimenter-generated 
variability (random  
error) 

Replication of treatments 

5 Initial or inherent  
variability among  
experimental units 

Replication of treatments; 
Interspersion of treatments; 
Concomitant observations 

6 Non-demonic intrusion Replication of treatments; 
Interspersion of treatments 

7 Demonic intrusion Eternal vigilance, exorcism, 
human sacrifices, etc. 
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Flying over the amazing Wyoming landscape in a 
helicopter can be a fabulous experience, or not. When I 
found out I had an opportunity to get some photos and 
video from a helicopter with our local wildlife biologist 
Aly Courtemanch and game warden Jon Stephens, I 
leaped at the chance.  It would just be a short 3-4 hour 
flight since it was Super Bowl Sunday and pilot Dennis 
Charney was a big Broncos fan.  
 
It started out awesome, as always, viewing thousands of tiny dots (elk) down on the National Elk Refuge as 
we headed for the Gros Ventre drainage. Then after a couple hours of seemingly hard banking turns and 
midday winds that would suddenly drop the helicopter about 20 feet, the lovely soaring flight turned into 
sweaty palms and hot flashes. I had never gotten sick on a flight before, but it was seeming like I‟d better 
make preparations. I franticly dug around in the little vinyl pouch on the seat ahead of me and finally came 
across a small Ziplock bag, as in sandwich baggie. Seriously?! I thought. I didn‟t even know if I could hit the 
opening on that little thing let alone keep it from overflowing all over the floor! Then, noticing my dire 
situation, Aly quickly handed me a bigger plastic bag from her flight suit pocket, and none too soon as I let „er 
fly. (Clutch move, Aly. I owe you). 
 
So, the next day rolls around and the original plan was to again join them as they were hoping to fly over the 
high peaks of the Gros Ventre Wilderness for bighorn sheep, but the weather report was calling for some 
high winds at elevation and they wouldn‟t know if they could fly it until they were actually up there and tried 
it. Naturally, I was feeling a little gun shy about getting back in that chopper, but I also knew it could be one of 
those “once in a lifetime” type flights. I decided to roll the dice and hopped in.  
 
As we tested the high peaks it seemed Ok and as we made the first pass around the vertical cliffs at the top of 
the “Sleeping Indian” (Sheep Mountain) I knew I had made the right choice. Wow, one stunning peak after 
another – sensory overload. We were able to fly the entire Gros Ventre Wilderness. Well almost, there was 
that spot on the flanks of Triangle Peak towards the end where the winds started to toss the ship around like 
a kite. When pilot Charney came over the headset saying he didn‟t think it was wise to try and go through 
the saddle, we were all nodding our heads furiously in full agreement “Yep, yep, sounds good to me! Let‟s 
head for the barn.” 
 
Though the endless scenery was amazing, we did not see a lot of sheep on those high peaks that day. But we 
did come across this amazing scene of a band of rams perched right up on the rugged ridgeline of the 
“Sawtooth” at the southern end of the range. Seeing those sheep up there scratching out a living in one of the 
most isolated and inhospitable landscapes on earth was a moment of pause and reverence for all of us. It is 
one of those scenes that will be forever etched on my brain and I will likely replay it every time I make the 
drive between Jackson and Pinedale and I look up at the Sawtooth, knowing there are sheep up there making 
a living in the high crags. Awesome. 
                                        
         M. Gocke, WGFD I&E Specialist 

Story Behind the 

Photo: Sheep Flight 
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As a Wyoming transplant (I'm originally a Pennsylvania gal), I was surprised a few months ago to learn that 
there are wolverines...in Wyoming!  I know, I know, that's embarrassing. In my defense, my work takes me 
mostly into oil and gas fields, not into remote wilderness areas. As it turns out, when I spoke to a few friends 
and coworkers they too were surprised that wolverines were in our state.  
 
To get the scoop on what's happening with wolverines in Wyoming I contacted Lee Tafelmeyer who is 
running the Wyoming portion of the "Western States Wolverine Conservation Project" this year. I could tell 
you that Lee is passionate about wolverines, but that would be an enormous understatement. Lee's 
fascination with wolverines began several years ago when he stumbled upon one in the remote backcountry 
(a rare occurrence!) near the Continental Divide while working on a trail crew in Glacier National Park. His 
fascination led him to volunteer for the Wolverine Initiative working on the pilot study that would precede 
the project that he is running this year. 

 
The Western States Wolverine Conservation 
Project's purpose is to "develop a baseline 
understanding of wolverine distribution within 
Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, and Washington 
that can be compared to future surveys in 
order to monitor trends throughout the range 
of wolverine in the lower 48".  Genetic 
information that is collected is used to 
determine sex and potentially identify specific 
individuals, which will provide useful 
information on wolverine population structure. 
The results will contribute to a more thorough 
understanding of wolverines in the lower 48, 
which Lee compares to the "previous rough 
understanding of their distribution." 
 
The Wyoming portion of the study is being 
performed in the Big Horn mountain range as 
well as the mountain ranges of northwestern 
Wyoming. The study area has been split in half, 

and grid cells within the southern half are being surveyed this winter. The northern half will be surveyed next 
year. There are 25 baited camera stations being used to collect photos and non-invasive genetic information 
on wolverines. Funding is provided by a combination of state and federal funds for the Wyoming portion of 
the study. 
 
As of present, wolverines have been detected at two out of the 25 camera stations, with both detections 
occurring in the Wind River Mountain Range. These detections occurred on the western side of the range 
and the southeastern portion of the range. While no wolverines have been spotted in person during the 
study yet, Lee is keeping his fingers crossed for a sighting. 
 
 
 

Understanding Wolverines in Wyoming:  
The Western States Wolverine Conservation Project 

Lee Tafelmeyer glides along a river basin to check bait sites and camera trap 
lines in Western Wyoming. 
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As to why this project is such a challenging one, approximately 75% of 
the project is spent physically traversing often rugged terrain to set and 
maintain the camera stations. Wolverine habitat in Wyoming exists in 
high elevation areas that are often designated as wilderness. Winter 
provides even greater obstacles. "Imagine breaking trail with your skis 
through deep unconsolidated snow for 10 miles while climbing to 9,500 
feet and constantly assessing the terrain's avalanche risk along the way 
knowing that you'll be skiing out in the dark, potentially during a 
snowstorm," is how Lee puts it. Technical snowmobile riding is also 
required to access some of the cameras. Lee finds these challenges 
remarkably gratifying to overcome in order to gain knowledge on such a 
fascinating species. 
 
Another obstacle that the study must overcome is the fact that data 
collection spans four states and wouldn't be possible without the 
collaboration of wildlife management agencies in Wyoming, Montana, 
Idaho, and Washington. A large study area is required in order to obtain 
data across the wolverine's wide distribution range. According to Lee, 
"the amount of cooperation and coordination necessary for the project 
to be successful is immensely large." Remarkably, when the states 
approached other agencies for assistance the response was unanimously 
positive. Ergo, Lee has coined the saying "it takes a village to study 
wolverines," from the old African proverb "it takes a village to raise a 
child." 
 
 
                                     Lara Schick, Wildlife Biologist, Pinedale  

...Wolverines, Continued 

About Golden Eagles 
This powerful eagle is North America's largest bird of prey and 
one of the fastest and nimblest.  Golden Eagles (GOEA) dive 
from great heights and have been clocked between 150-200 
miles per hour.  They are a k-selected species. They don‟t 
breed until they are 5-7 years old, don‟t breed every year 
(having only 1-3 chicks per attempt), and can live upwards of 
30 years.  As such, the loss of an adult is a big hit on a given 
population. Despite being protected by the federal U.S. Bald 
and Golden Eagle Protection Act, which outlaws harming these 
birds, their eggs, and their nests, an estimated 70+ percent of 
deaths are attributable to human impact, either intentional or 
inadvertent.   

Golden Eagles: Increase in 
Conservation Interest 

Matt Hayes, 
WYTWS President
-Elect 

Caught red-handed by the camera trap, a pine 
marten dines on a bait site. 
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Golden Eagle Populations  
The contiguous western United States may hold up to 30,000 individual GOEA, with a total of 70,000 to 
100,000 individuals estimated across all of North America.  Montana has the largest winter count of GOEA (a 
little over 13,000), followed by Wyoming (approx. 10,000), Colorado (approx. 7,000), and Utah (6,000).  
Wyoming has the highest estimated set of breeding pairs 3,381–4,174.  
 
Analysis of band recovery data by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) suggests that annual survival 
rates of GOEA in North America increases annually with age to at least three years, with juvenile survival 
about 70%, and after-third-year survival averaging about 87% per year. Across all age-classes annual survival 
averages 80%, which means about 20% of all GOEA die each year. A 20% mortality rate is higher than what 
has often been assumed in recent studies in the literature. 
 
GOEA populations are believed to be able to biologically sustain a loss of up to 10%; however, current take 
exceeds that amount.  According to USFWS, they are being over-harvested to the amount of over 1,000 
individuals per year. Their primary threats are electrocution, shooting, lead poisoning, leg-hold traps, wind 
turbines, and changes in prey populations and habitat fragmentation.  There remains a great deal of 
uncertainty about population-level effects of activities that incidentally kill or injure eagles.  Understanding of 
these relationships is crucial to management. 
 
Landscape Scale Conservation Strategies: Western Golden Eagle Team 
In June 2013, the Western Golden Eagle Conservation 
Team (WGET) was formed by the USFWS for Regions 1, 
2, 6, 8 for the purpose of proactively addressing energy-
related conservation needs of GOEA by developing 
landscape-scale conservation strategies. In developing 
these strategies, WGET coordinates with other state and 
federal eagle teams to assist with and leverage projects 
and to ensure that efforts are complementary.  The 
WGET has taken a systematic approach to conservation 
planning through development of (1) predictive models of 
GOEA habitats and distribution, including breeding, 
wintering, and migration; (2) spatially explicit evaluations 
of threats such as electrocution, lead poisoning, and 
renewable energy development; (3) information 
resources to support the management of GOEA and 
their prey. For more information, contact Gary Williams 
(gary_e_williams@fws.gov), based out of Cheyenne. 
 
Strong WY Presence at Raptor Research Foundation 
In November 2015, Raptor Research Foundation held its annual conference in Sacramento (next one is in 
May 2016 at Cape May Bird Observatory!).  Because of the growing interest, an entire day of the three-day 
conference was dedicated to GOEA.  Researchers from across the world gathered for this highly regarded 
conference, including a great turnout from the Cowboy State, to talk and learn about not only GOEA but a 
variety of other raptors. Among them were Bryan Bedrosian (GOEA migration corridors, Great Gray Owl 
resource selection, and callback detection), Chuck Preston (GOEA diet and production), Elizabeth Wommack 
(plumage traits in American Kestrels), and Matthew Allshouse (mitigation of raptor habitat).  The full program, 
including abstracts, can be read here.     
              D. Edmunds, WYTWS Secretary                      

...Golden Eagles, Continued 

Smiles abound from Gary Williams, Bryan Bedrosian, Daly 
Edmunds, and Tom Maechtle at the Raptor Research Conference.  

mailto:gary_e_williams@fws.gov
http://www.raptorresearchfoundation.org/conferences/current-conference
http://www.raptorresearchfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/2015_conference_program.pdf
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WYTWS Nomination Form for 

Awards and Officers 

It is not too early to start thinking about deserving nominees for our WYTWS 
awards and officer positions. Please take a few minutes and give some thought 
about those who are working hard for wildlife and should be recognized for their 
efforts, as well as those who would make strong candidates for board members.  
At this year’s annual conference in Cody, awards (Professional and Citizen of 
Year) will be presented to recognize outstanding efforts by individuals in the state 
who conserve and manage wildlife and wildlife habitat. Successful candidates for 
President-elect and Board Member At-Large will be  announced at this time.  

 
To submit a nomination, please fill out the biographical information listed on the form 
below and write up a short summary of the nominee‟s accomplishments in the wildlife 
conservation/management arena.   
Nominations can be e-mailed to the following: 

 
 
 
 
 

Nominee: 
 
Award (circle one): Professional      Citizen         Lifetime Achievement 
 
Officer (circle one):    President-elect        Secretary        Board Member At-Large 
 
Address: 
 
Present  Position (i.e., Specific Job Title): 
 
Academic Background: 
 
 
 
               
Professional Background: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Submitted By: 
 
Address: 
 
Phone: 

WY TWS Awards & Nominations  
Gary Fralick 
307-730-2802 
Gary.fralick@wyo.gov 

Gary Fralick, WYTWS Awards & 
Nominations Chair and WGFD 

Wildlife Biologist. 
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30th 
Western Agencies 

Sage and Columbian Sharp-Tailed Grouse 
Workshop 

Agenda: 

June 13 - Tech Comm/RISCT business 

mtg 

Evening Welcome Social 

June 14 - Symposium Sessions 

Evening poster session & Social 

June 15 - Field Trip & BBQ 

Visit http://www.wafwa.org/workshops/sage_and_sharp-tailed_grouse/  



Note from the Editor…. 

Newsletter Deadlines for 2016: 
 

February 15 (Winter Edition) 
 

May 15 (Spring/Summer Edition) 
 

September 15 (Autumn Edition) 

16 

We’re on the Web & Facebook! 

wildlife.org/wyoming-chapter/ 

www.facebook.com/WyomingTWS 

 
Day dissolves into night and power is transferred as the rising moon reflects what the reclining 
sun donates.  In the quasi false light, stoic mountains gaze upon frigid valleys, framing the stage 
for the show of wildlife resourcefulness and competition for dwindling food, limited shelter, and 
self-preservation.  Once again an unforgiving loneliness drapes over our state during the long, 
dark night that is winter.  To survive, some species employ gregariousness while others elect  
solitude.  Selfishness is rampant, yet for those who persist, luck is always a possibility and  
appreciated when it shines on us. 
 

As our Chapter rises into 2016, we once again shine across the state, illuminating the peaks and 
valleys of wildlife and habitat science and management.  No matter where you find yourself this 
winter, whether in solitude or company, stop and appreciate where you‟re at..  How lucky we 
are to live in the lonely land of Wyoming.  
 

                   E. Maichak 
      

More formally and specifically, we accept appropriate articles and information related to  
WYTWS, wildlife and habitat management, as well as conservation activities in Wyoming. 

Articles, photos, announcements, and other submissions can be sent to: 
  

                 Eric Maichak                        Nicole Cudworth                     Ian Abernethy 
       ERIC.MAICHAK@WYO.GOV      NICOLE.CUDWORTH@WYO.GOV        FISHER@UWYO.EDU 


